Temporal expressions in texts contain significant temporal information. Understanding temporal information is very useful in many NLP applications, such as information extraction, documents summarization and question answering. Therefore, the temporal expression normalization which is used for transforming temporal expressions to temporal information has absorbed many researchers' attentions. But previous works, whatever the hand-crafted rules-based or the machine-learnt rules-based, all can not address the actual problem about temporal reference in real texts effectively. More specifically, the reference time choosing mechanism employed by these works is not adaptable to the universal implicit times in normalization. Aiming at this issue, we introduce a new reference time choosing mechanism for temporal expression normalization, called reference time dynamic-choosing, which assigns the appropriate reference times to different classes of implicit temporal expressions dynamically when normalizing. And then, the solution to temporal expression defuzzification by scenario dependences among temporal expressions is discussed. Finally, we evaluate the system on a substantial corpus collected by Chinese news articles and obtained more promising results than compared methods.
Introduction
Temporal expression normalization is very important for temporal information processing because it is in charge of transforming temporal expressions in surface texts to temporal information behind surface texts. Temporal information is defined as the knowledge about time or duration, which can be abstracted into some objects defined as temporal attributes in TIMEX2 Standard [Ferro et al., 2005] . Human being can take temporal relation reasoning and anchor events on the time line with this information. Meanwhile, temporal expressions are defined as chunks of texts which convey explicit or implicit temporal information. So TERN evaluation plan 1 gives the task of temporal expression normalization that is annotating the appropriate temporal attributes for each temporal expression in texts. Unfortunately, temporal expressions in real texts are more complicated because they contain a large number of Implicit Times besides Explicit Times. Here,
(1) Explicit Time: Explicit Time can directly be laid in the timeline. Basically, it is a direct entry in the timeline and need not to be transformed. E.g., "May 1, 2009".
(2) Implicit Time: Implicit Time can be mapped as an entry in the timeline with help of real contexts and some predefined knowledge and need to be transformed. E.g., "May 1", "tomorrow" and "two day ago".
Consequently, temporal expression normalization is mainly aiming at Implicit Times that 1 http://timex2.mitre.org/tern.html need to be transformed with referring to some specific times. However, the previous works on temporal expression normalization which basically adopt two mechanisms for choosing reference time, static time-value [Mani and Wilson, 2000; and static choosing-rules [Vozov, 2001; Jang et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2008] , are not compatible with the real texts. The static time-value mechanism refers to taking the report time or publication time of the document as the fixed reference time for the whole text when normalizing. And the static choosing-rules mechanism means that the machine always uses fixed rules by contexts to choose reference time for each Implicit Time whatever its temporal semantics is. The rule based on the nearest narrative time [Lin et al., 2008] is the most typical and effective one, which uses the nearest narrative time in text above as the reference time all the while. But actually the context-free assumption or the rote operation is unsuitable for universal Implicit Times. For example, a news report is as Figure 1 shows: (Beijing, May 6, 2009 ) B company took over A company totally on March 8, 2000. After one week, B company listed in Hong Kong, and became the first listed company in that industry. However, owing to the decision-making mistakes in the leadership and the company later poor management, B company got into debt for several hundred million dollars, and was forced to announce bankruptcy this Monday. Figure 1 . Example of news reports For these two Implicit Times in the text, "after one week" and "this Monday", obviously there will be critical conflicts when using these two mechanisms referred above to choose reference time. The static time-value is unsuited for the "after one week", and "this Monday" makes mistakes when taking the nearest narrative time (i.e., "after one week") as the reference time to normalize according to the static choosing-rules.
Motivated by this issue, we propose a new reference time choosing mechanism for temporal expression normalization. Firstly, we segment the Implicit Time into two parts, modifier and temporal noun, and then train a classifier with referential features of these two parts to classify Implicit Times. As a result, we choose the corresponding reference time for each temporal expression depending on its class when normalizing. Meanwhile an acceptable defuzzification solution is introduced to normalize fuzzy times in our method. And the contributions of this paper are:
(1) We introduce a simple but effective reference time choosing method, called dynamicchoosing mechanism, which can choose the appropriate reference times automatically for universal Implicit Times as well as be compatible with the dynamically changeable contexts.
(2) Going beyond traditional normalization approaches, we develop a new way to deal with the defuzzification in order to figure out the fuzzy reference time (the reference time is vague or has imprecise start and end in timeline), which makes the normalization robust and improve the accuracy of reference times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. In section 3 we describe the reference time dynamicchoosing mechanism. The temporal expression normalization is presented in section 4. Section 5 gives the description about experiments and evaluations. Finally, conclusion and future work are presented in section 6.
Related Work
In general, several research works on normalizing temporal expressions, which are involved in English [Mani and Wilson, 2000] , French [Vozov, 2001] , Spanish [Saquete et al., 2002] , Korean [Jang et al., 2004] and Chinese Lin et al., 2008] , have been reported in recent years. Among them, the handcrafted rules-based methods [Saquete et al., 2002; Schilder and Habel, 2001; Mani and Wilson, 2000] can deal with various temporal expressions, but the procedure to build a robust rules system is quite time-consuming. With regard to the machine learning for normalization [Jang et al., 2004; Vicente-Diez et al., 2008] , the potential task is the classification which is deciding one explanation of a temporal expression from several alternatives.
However, these works on temporal expression normalization do not give an effective reference time choosing method for Implicit Times in real texts. More specifically, the pioneer work by Lacarides [1992] investigated various contextual effects on different temporal-reference relations. Then Hitzeman et al. [1995] discussed the refer-ence-choosing taking into account the effects of tense, aspect, temporal adverbials and rhetorical relations. Dorr and Gaasterland [2002] presented the enhanced one in addition considering the connecting words. But they are theoretical in nature and heavily dependent on languages. Currently, the static time-value mechanism [Mani and Wilson, 2000; and the static choosing-rules mechanism [Vozov, 2001; Jang et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2008] for reference time choosing are applied into some systems widely. Nevertheless, as the discussion in section 1, these two ways are not adaptable to universal Implicit Times. In addition, Vicente-Diez et al. [2008; 2009] discussed the reference date for relative times, but the alternative rules are not effective in experiments. Lin et al. [2008] considered the condition that there is no report time or publication time when choosing reference time.
Referring to the defuzzification, TIMEX2 Standard [Ferro et al., 2005] takes the X placeholder to express fuzzy times' value, so the related works [Jang et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2008; Vicente-Diez and Martinez, 2009] almost follow this vague expressing way. However, this method can not address the actual situation that the fuzzy time is referred to by other times. Based on the human cognitive psychology, Anderson et al. [1983] presented a classical scenario-time shifting model that discussed the time includes the fuzzy time is the clue to scenario shifting when people reading. Inspired by this issue and based on our experiments, we find all times in a same scenario own strong dependences in temporal granularity, which can effectively help us determine granularity in defuzzification. And more details are discussed in section 4.2.
Aiming at solving these challenges above, we establish a temporal expression normalization system for real texts, which improves the accuracy of temporal reference normalization remarkably by the dynamic-choosing mechanism.
Reference Time Dynamic-choosing Mechanism

Referential feature in Implicit Time
In this paper, we define the Implicit Time consists of the modifier and the temporal noun which is modified by modifiers. And here we extend the modifier based on the TIMEX2 Standard, which include verb, conjunction, adverb and preposition that quantify or modify temporal nouns. For example, "ten days" is a temporal noun, but "ten days ago" is modified after adding the modifier "ago". Meanwhile we find no matter how long or how many modifiers modify the temporal noun, the whole temporal expression holds the original temporal reference inferred from the temporal noun. Moreover, the key point of normalizing temporal expressions is choosing the appropriate reference time according to the real context rather than deciding the right direction or computing the measurable offset. For instance, with regard to these two Implicit Times in Figure 1 , "after one week" and "this Monday", we can achieve the referential direction easily from the modifiers through some mapping rules. Meanwhile, the offsets are able to be understood directly by machine with pattern matching. But for the reference time, we must build the contextdepending reference reasoning to trace it. The reference link is described as Figure 2 shows.
Figure 2. Example of reference link
From the reference reasoning, we can see the full temporal reference comes from two parts: modifier reference and temporal noun reference. Because the former is inferred from the latter, the temporal noun reference reasoning plays more important roles in normalization. In other words, the reference reasoning of the whole Implicit Time strongly depends on the temporal noun. Furthermore, in the practical operation, we indeed take the report time or the nearest narrative time in text above as the reference time of the temporal noun when normalizing a whole Implicit Time. Therefore, we consider the classi-fication of the Implicit Time based on the classes of temporal noun's reference time. Basically we tag the Implicit Time as the same class as its temporal noun's under classifying temporal nouns into two classes according to the referential feature.
(1) Global Temporal Noun: Global Temporal Noun takes the report time or publication time of the document as the reference time when normalizing. Basically, it is independent of the local context.
(2) Local Temporal Noun: Local Temporal Noun makes reference to the nearest narrative time in text above in normalization due to depending on the local context. 
Naïve Bayesian Classifier
A variety of machine learning classifiers are designed to resolve the classification problem, such as SVM classifier, ME classifier and the Decision Tree family. But the performance of these classifiers is greatly depending on the features selection. Based on the observation and analysis in our experiments, we find the referen-tial feature holds in the temporal noun is hard to express with some explicit denotations. For example, "that year" and "this year" are nearly identical in surface feature, but the former is locally context-depending while the latter is locally context-free. So the Naïve Bayesian Classifier that assumes independence among feature denotations is suitable to be applied to our method. We take the single word in the temporal noun as the object attribute i x after removing the Explicit Time in the whole text. Given the class label c , the classifier learns the conditional probability of each attribute i x from training data. Meanwhile, achieving the practical instance of X , classification is then performed by applying Bayes rules to compute the probability of c , and then predicting the class with the highest posterior probability. 
Applying Bayes rules to (2), we have: 
Actually, we estimate ( | ) 
Reference Time Choosing
In our approach, there is a reference time table is used to hold full reference times for the whole text, and we need to update and maintain it dynamically after each normalizing processing. (1) Global Reference Time: Global Reference Time (GRT) is a type of reference time which is referred to by the Global Time. Specifically, it is the report time or the publication time of the document.
(2) Local Reference Time: Local Reference Time (LRT) is made reference to by the Local Time. It will be updated dynamically after each normalizing. Figure 3 shows a sample of the interaction between reference times and target times. and target times In Figure 3 , we notice that different classes of time dynamically and automatically choose references based on their respective classes rather than do it using the fixed value or the inconsiderate rule under the static mechanism. And the reference time table is updated in real time finishing each normalizing, which makes the temporal situation compliable with dynamically changeable contexts.
Temporal Expression Normalization
Basic Normalizing Algorithm
In the beginning, we need to achieve the report time (RT) or the publication time (PT) of the document to initialize the GRT and LRT. Additionally, the fuzzy time can be referred to by other times in the normalization, but we must solve the defuzzification problem before taking it as the reference time. With respect to this issue, we will discuss it in the next section. Consequently, the practical normalizing algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm: TimeNormalize
Temporal Expression Defuzzification
In general, the defuzzification for fuzzy times faces two problems: deciding granularity and choosing offset. Here we introduce some knowledge on the human cognitive psychology and the empirical method to figure out these two issues respectively. Based on the scenario-time shifting model referred in related works, we get the conclusion that once the scenario is shifting, the time is shifting. More specifically, the time shifting is reflected in the temporal granularity between two different scenarios. So referring to writers, they will choose a few temporal expressions own the same granularity to render the coherent temporal dimensionality in one scenario in order to avoid generating improper scenario shifting for readers. Figure 4 describes the variation process of the temporal granularity between two different scenarios through scenario-time shifting. Figure 4 , temporal expressions in the same scenario are constrained by the scenario depending. Hence fuzzy times should keep pace with scenario-correlative times in granularity. For example, two sentences in different scenarios: "He was in Hong Kong yesterday, but now he is in Beijing." "He was in Hong Kong last year, but now he is in Beijing."
Obviously, the first "now" means "today" in that scenario, and it has the same temporal granularity with "yesterday". Meanwhile it will be more appropriate for the second "now" choosing "year" as the temporal granularity than choosing "day" because of the dependence to the scenario-correlative time. In narrative, the paragraph is normally considered as the minimum unit of the scenario, so scenario-correlative relations should stand on the one paragraph at least.
But for the first temporal expression in the paragraph, we need to think about two specific conditions: when it appears in the first paragraph and in the non-first paragraph if it is a fuzzy time. Because there is no scenario shifting to the first paragraph, we employ a dictionary to initialize the algorithm when the first time included in the first paragraph is fuzzy time. The defuzzification process is outlined as follows.
Algorithm: TempGranuarityDefuzzify Input: temporal expression t i in text
Output: precise-granularity time t i ' Begin //obtain the granularity of t i granularity GetGranularity (t i ) //decide whether t i is a fuzzy time if granularity is not null t i ' t i else if t i is not first temporal expression in current paragraph //assign the former's granularity to the t i granularity GetGranularity (t i-1 ) else if t i is not included in first paragraph //decide which granularity is assigned to t i between t i-1 and t i+1 if IsSameGranularity (GetGranularity (t i-1 ), GetGranularity (t i+1 )) is not true granularity GetGranularity (CoarserCompare (t i-1 , t i+1 ) It's possible for the first temporal expression to correlate with forenamed times in last paragraph in real texts, so we choose the coarser granularity for the fuzzy time when appearing conflicts in granularity between the last temporal expression and the next temporal expression. Additionally, an empirical fuzzy time dictionary is constructed as the default in order to figure out the offset problem. For example, "lately" is denoted in dictionary as below.
Lately
Common synonyms: recently, latterly, late, of late Default granularity: day Default offset: 7 units Finishing the defuzzification for the whole text, the basic normalizing algorithm is evoked then. In the experiments, we find that the temporal expression defuzzified can clearly improve the accuracy of reference times besides discovering the implicit temporal information much more.
Evaluation
Setup
Because the normalization for temporal expressions is independent of the language [Wilson et al., 2001] Then the whole corpus is tested for the normalization. Event-anchored expressions are relevant with a specific event and it is hard to represent the exact meaning of them, so in our system, event-anchored expressions are not normalized.
Results
Results on Implicit Times classification: We firstly choose some temporal expressions classified in advance by crafted, and manually extend them in expressing patterns as the original training samples. For example, "last month" will extend to "this month" and "next month", which all belong to Global Times. Actually there are only 16,104 temporal expressions in our experiment because integrated temporal expressions in corpus are segmented into several parts, and we combine them together again before operating. Using classifier trained by training data, we get 2,264 Global Times and 998 Local Times from testing collections, where there are 1,705 Global Times and 804 Local Times are correct respectively by manual statistics. Table 3 gives the details of classification.
From the experiment data, we find the precision and the recall almost below 80%, and the classification performance is not expected. The reason is that we do not consider some special application situations beforehand, which result in classifying errors. For example, the Global Time should be taken as the Local Time when it appears in the dialog or speech that marks boundaries by a pair of quotation marks. So we introduce some revising patches shown in Table 4 to deal with this issue. Here the second and the fourth patches make corresponding temporal expressions be treated as non-target times that need not be processed. In addition, Time Set and Non-Specific are taken as the other classes except the Implicit Time and the Explicit Time. The final results with revising patches are shown in Table 5 . Obviously, revising patches make the classification be more adapted for the real texts, and the performance evaluation is promising. Table 5 . Results of classification with revising patches
Results on temporal expression normalization:
For evaluating our algorithm objectively, we compare the experiment result with other two methods on the same testing corpus. The first compared method which is adopted in many traditional systems [Li et al., 2004; applies the static time-value mechanism to determine the reference time. The nearest narrative time [Lin et al., 2008; Vicente-Diez and Martinez, 2009 ] that represents the static choosingrules mechanism is taken as the second compared method. Table 6 . Results of normalization
The data shows that our method exceeds the compared ones evidently. The accuracy increases by 15.13% at most, and the errors by referent decreases by 3.92% at least. In contrast to the SCRM, we avoid the limitation that SCRM only concentrates on the nearest distance for choosing referent. Meanwhile, because the SCRM pays no attention to the normalization for fuzzy temporal expressions, the error by others (e.g. granularity) is greater than ours. Additionally, the STVM method applies the report time or the publication time of the document as the reference time for the whole text, so there is no referent updating in process. We mark all errors as referent errors as long as they involve with false reference time in results analysis, therefore, the STVM gets the highest referent errors ratio.
With respect to the defuzzification, we evaluate it on fuzzy times separately. All defuzzified fuzzy times are assessed by human, and then decided whether they are acceptable to the context. The evaluation results are shown in Table 7. Table 7 . Evaluations on temporal expression defuzzification For the fuzzy temporal expression in Local Time, it is much fewer and easier than the one in Global Time in number and expression respectively, so the defuzzification in Local Times achieves more expected results. On the other hand, the fuzzy time in Global Time is often the first temporal expression in the first paragraph, and the corresponding dictionary-based method certainly affects the experiment results. According to the percentages that the temporal expressions defuzzified successfully account for in the all reference times, it demonstrates that the defuzzification makes contributions to the referential normalization besides discovering the internal temporal information in the fuzzy time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach to automatically normalizing temporal expressions under the reference time dynamic-choosing mechanism. The referential feature in temporal nouns is applied to classify Implicit Times. Based on this, different classes of times can be normalized according to their respective classes. Meanwhile, we introduce the scenario-time shifting model to deal with the defuzzification problem. The experiment shows that our approach achieves more promising evaluation results, and makes the automatic normalization more adaptable to real texts than the prior works. However, the neglect on the event-anchored expression certainly restricts the whole system in applications, so the event-anchored expression will be our research focus in future.
